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what is the wind breaking? believe that many people have this question: real bike really is the "broken wind" like this or, what is the
name of its name, we only see him: real bike really is the "broken wind" like this however, this "ugly" name "broken wind" what does
that mean? on the bike, because the wind resistance exists, breaking wind in front of the person often is this: real bike really is the
"broken wind" like this and the people behind the broken wind hand, is often the way: but after the game, took the championship is
often behind the driver. because, in front of the driver in the long ride on the way, for them to break the wind to save the physical
strength. near the terminus, the line hand beyond the other drivers, using the reserve physical sprint championship. so, often there will
be such a picture appear: line hand took the title when the CEO marry white Formica dark corner free hand breaking wind tears, do
the wedding dress for others: however, the relationship between personal value and team value has always been the charm of group
movement. in NBA, there is a word called role player; on the pitch, the goalkeeper can also become a superstar. and our country's
greatest bicycle athletes, also happened to be a "wind breaking hand": He called into account, Chinese "tour de France" first person.
(the tour de France is the world's top cycling events) in the game, you will always see him like this led to ride the wind break: even like
this: then watched his teammates this title: he was in the tour de France total score ranked first, but no one can deny the fact that he is
a great driver: in addition to such a broken wind, the road car race will also focus on the award of such people: (good at climbing,
climbing hand to reward their dot shirt): the best young drivers (in general to reward them with a white shirt): the best total score driver
(all powerful driver, generally yellow shirt to reward them): driver (sprint at road sprint, generally Lvshan reward): road car race often a
distance of more than 150km, the average speed in the 45km/h above. out of the big group "breaking wind" excellent >
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